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The rough set approach proposed by Pawlak [9] provides useful tools for reasoning from data. It is applied to various ﬁelds
such as medicine, engineering, management and economy. In the rough set approach, it is assumed that a collection of ob-
jects represented by values of many attributes is given. Such a collection of object data is represented by a table whose rows
and columns correspond to objects and attributes, respectively. The attributes are usually divided into many condition attri-
butes and a decision attribute and the table is called a decision table. Condition attributes are attributes which may explain
the decision attribute value. Attribute reduction for the analysis of important attributes and decision rule induction for the
explanation of decision attribute by means of condition attributes are major topics in rough set approaches [10,11].
In the classical rough set approach, all attributes are implicitly assumed to be nominal. However, in the real world appli-
cations, we may encounter cases that some attributes are ordinal. For example, test scores, evaluations of quality, weights,
etc. can be regarded as ordinal attributes, i.e., for those attributes, we may have inequality or preference relations on their
attribute values. Moreover, ordinal decision attributes can be monotone with respect to condition attributes. For example,
considering a decision table composed of scores of several subjects and total evaluation, we may assume a monotonicity that
the better scores an object takes in all subjects, the better its total evaluation is. In the cases when the monotonicity between
ordinal condition attributes and the ordinal decision attribute is assumed, the induced rules obtained by the classical rough
set approach are sometimes inconsistent with the monotonicity as pointed out by Greco et al. [1,2]. In order to overcome this
inexpedience, the dominance-based rough set approach (DRSA) has been proposed by them [1,2]. DRSA can treat ordinal
condition and decision attributes as well as nominal ones so that the results are always consistent with the monotonicity.. All rights reserved.
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not obtain useful results.
Some sources of the inconsistency are conceivable: (1) hesitation in evaluation of decision attribute values, (2) errors in
recording, measurement and observation, (3) missing condition attributes related to the evaluation of decision attribute val-
ues, (4) the unstable nature of the system represented by the decision table, and so on. To treat the hesitation, the variable-
consistency dominance-based rough set approach (VC-DRSA) [3,2] has been proposed. However, to treat errors, missing con-
dition attributes and the unstable nature of the system as far as the authors know, no approach has proposed, so far.
In this paper, we propose an approach to treat errors in the framework of DRSA. For this purpose, we introduce the idea of
variable precision rough set approach (VP-RSA) proposed by Ziarko [16]. Therefore, the proposed approach is called the var-
iable-precision dominance-based rough set approach (VP-DRSA). Though VC-DRSA [3,2] employs a similar idea to VP-RSA, it
is not the extension. Indeed, members in the lower approximation of a class are always members of the class in VC-DRSA
while this is not true in VP-RSA. We deﬁne variable-precision dominance-based rough sets and examine the properties.
An advantage of VP-DRSA over VC-DRSA is demonstrated by a simple numerical example.
Moreover, we extend our study to attribute reduction based on VP-DRSA. Attribute reduction in decision tables is one of
popular topics in the rough set approaches [9]. Important attributes are found by the attribute reduction. Attribute reduction
is used in pattern recognition, data mining, decision analysis, and so on. A number of attribute reduction criteria are dis-
cussed by S´lezak [13]. A reduced attribute set is called a reduct. Some reducts are deﬁned by a measure while others are
deﬁned by structure induced by the rough set approach [4,5]. Here the structure stands for the family of lower approxima-
tions, the family of upper approximations, the family of boundary regions, their unions and so on. In this paper, we focus on
the structure-based reducts [4,5].
In the case of dominance-based rough set approach, Susmaga et al. [14] proposed a reduct preserving a quality of clas-
siﬁcation, while Yang et al. [15] proposed reducts preserving lower/upper approximations of downward/upward unions.
The authors [6] have also independently proposed more reducts in a similar idea to Yang et al. [15]. Those are reducts based
on structures induced from lower/upper approximations and boundary regions of downward/upward unions. Therefore,
they are called union-based reducts. We extend union-based reducts to the case of VP-DRSA in this paper. As in the variable
precision rough set model, positive/negative regions corresponding to lower/upper approximations are not monotone with
respect to set-inclusion of attribute sets. Therefore, we may deﬁne reducts enhancing positive/negative regions of down-
ward/upward unions as well as preserving them [4,5]. In this paper, the former reducts are called union-based enhancing
reducts while the latter reducts are called union-based preserving reducts. The relations among union-based preserving re-
ducts as well as those among union-based enhancing reducts are investigated.
This paper is organized as follows. In next section, we review DRSA and attribute reduction in DRSA. In Section 3, we pro-
posed VP-DRSA in comparison with VC-DRSA. The properties of VP-DRSA are investigated and the advantage in decision rule
induction is emphasized. In Section 4, attribute reduction in VP-DRSA is investigated. Union-based preserving reducts and
union-based enhancing reducts are proposed. The relations among the proposed reducts are studied. In Section 5, the results
obtained in this paper are described and future research topics are given.
2. Dominance-based rough set approach
2.1. Decision table with dominance relations
Consider a decision tableT ¼ hU;C [ fdg;V ;qi shown in Table 1. A decision tableT is characterized by a ﬁnite set of ob-
jects U, a ﬁnite set of condition attributes C and a decision attribute d, an attribute value set V ¼ Sa2C[fdgVa (Va is a set of all
Table 1
A decision table of student evaluation (1).
Student Mathematics Literature Passing status
S1 Excellent Very good Yes
S2 Excellent Medium Yes
S3 Very good Very good No
S4 Very good Good Yes
S5 Very good Bad Yes
S6 Very good Utterly bad No
S7 Good Excellent Yes
S8 Medium Excellent Yes
S9 Medium Bad Yes
S10 Bad Medium No
S11 Bad Very bad No
S12 Very bad Very bad No
S13 Very bad Utterly bad No
S14 Utterly bad Medium No
S15 Utterly bad Bad No
S16 Utterly bad Very bad No
S17 Utterly bad Utterly bad No
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C ¼ fMathematics ðMathÞ; Literature ðLitÞg, d ¼ Passing status ðPSÞ and V ¼ fUtterly bad ðUBÞ;Very bad ðVBÞ;Bad ðBÞ,
Medium ðMÞ;Good ðGÞ;Very good ðVGÞ;Excellent ðEÞ;Yes ðYÞ;No ðNÞg. The information function q is characterized by the
table so that we know, for example, qðS2;MathÞ ¼ E and qðS11;PSÞ ¼ N.
In the real world, we may come across the decision tables where the better condition attribute values are, the better the
decision value is. For example, in Table 1, we assume a student having better evaluations inMath and Lit, he/she would have a
better value in PS. However, an inconsistency with this monotonicity is found in Table 1. For example, an inconsistency is
found in evaluation between S3 and S9. S3 takesmuch better evaluations inMath and Lit but a worse result in PS than S9. Such
an inconsistency can occur (a) when the decision maker has a hesitation in the evaluation, (b) when some related condition
attributes are missing, (c) when the condition attribute data are substituted ones (e.g., trial examination scores in this exam-
ple) for those used for the evaluation of the decision attribute, (d) when data are recorded mistakenly, and so on. Such incon-
sistencies included in given decision tables lead to counter-intuitive results in the classical rough set approach. To avoid such
counter-intuitive results, the dominance-based rough set approach (DRSA) has been proposed by Greco et al. [1,2]. In DRSA,
we can treat nominal and ordinal condition attributes at the same time but in this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we con-
sider a case that all condition attributes are ordinal. By this simpliﬁcation, we do not lose the essence of the proposed
approach.
2.2. Dominance-based rough set approach
Let Clt , t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n be decision classes. Namely, to each decision attribute value vdt , we deﬁne Clt ¼ fx 2 U : qðx; dÞ
¼ vdtg. We assume a total order for decision attribute values such that vd1  vd2      vdn , where vdt  vds means that
vds is better than vdt . According to this total order we write Cl1  Cl2      Cln. We also assume a dominance relation on
condition attribute values. A dominance relation with respect to condition attribute p is denoted by p and ‘‘v1 p v2” means
that v1 dominates (is better than) v2. In Table 1, we have Y PS N for decision attribute and E p VG p G p M p
B p VB p UB ðp ¼ Math; LitÞ for condition attributes.
In order to reﬂect the total order and dominance relations, the following upward and downward unions of decision clas-
ses are considered:ClPt ¼
[
sPt
Cls; Cl
6
t ¼
[
s6t
Cls: ð1ÞThen, we haveClP1 ¼ Cl6n ¼ U; Cl61 ¼ Cl1; ClPn ¼ Cln; ð2Þ
ClPt ¼ U  Cl6t1; Cl6t ¼ U  ClPtþ1; ð3Þwhere we deﬁne Cl60 ¼ ClPnþ1 ¼ ; so that the second equalities are valid for t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.
On the other hand, using dominance relations on condition attribute values, a dominance relation between objects with
respect to a set of condition attributes P#C is deﬁned byxDPy() qðx; pÞ p qðy; pÞ for all p 2 P; ð4Þ
where v1 p v2 if and only if v1 p v2 or v1 ¼ v2. Obviously, DP is reﬂexive and transitive. Given P#C and x 2 U, we
deﬁneDþP ðxÞ ¼ fy 2 U : yDPxg; DP ðxÞ ¼ fy 2 U : xDPyg: ð5Þ
Given P#C, for t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, P-lower and P-upper approximations of ClPt and Cl6t are deﬁned as follows:PðClPt Þ ¼ fx 2 U : DþP ðxÞ#ClPt g; PðClPt Þ ¼
[
fDþP ðxÞ : x 2 ClPt g; ð6Þ
PðCl6t Þ ¼ fx 2 U : DP ðxÞ#Cl6t g; PðCl6t Þ ¼
[
fDP ðxÞ : x 2 Cl6t g: ð7ÞMoreover, for t ¼ 1;2 . . . ;n, boundary regions BnPðClPt Þ and BnPðCl6t Þ can be deﬁned byBnPðClPt Þ ¼ PðClPt Þ  PðClPt Þ; BnPðCl6t Þ ¼ PðCl6t Þ  PðCl6t Þ: ð8Þ
Using those upper and lower approximations, decision tables with dominance relations can be analyzed in the same way
as the classical rough set approach. We have the following properties:PðClP1 Þ ¼ PðClP1 Þ ¼ U; PðCl6n Þ ¼ PðCl6n Þ ¼ U; ð9Þ
PðClPnþ1Þ ¼ PðClPnþ1Þ ¼ ;; PðCl60 Þ ¼ PðCl60 Þ ¼ ;; ð10Þ
PðClPt Þ#ClPt # PðClPt Þ; PðCl6t Þ#Cl6t # PðCl6t Þ; ð11Þ
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PðCl6t Þ ¼ fx 2 U : DþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t – ;g; ð13Þ
PðClPt Þ ¼ U  PðCl6t1Þ; PðCl6t Þ ¼ U  PðClPt1Þ; ð14Þ
BnPðClPt Þ ¼ BnPðCl6t1Þ; ð15Þ
PðClPt Þ ¼
[
fDþP ðxÞ : DþP ðxÞ#ClPt g; ð16Þ
PðCl6t Þ ¼
[
fDP ðxÞ : DP ðxÞ#Cl6t g: ð17ÞBy deﬁnition, upper approximations PðClPt Þ and PðCl6t Þ can be represented by unions of DþP ðxÞ and DP ðxÞ, respectively. The last
two Eqs. (16) and (17) show that lower approximations PðClPt Þ and PðCl6t Þ can be also represented by unions of DþP ðxÞ and
DP ðxÞ, respectively. Those properties may play an important role in rule induction.
Moreover, when Q # P#C, we have the following monotonicity:QðClPt Þ# PðClPt Þ; QðCl6t Þ# PðCl6t Þ; ð18Þ
QðClPt Þ  PðClPt Þ; QðCl6t Þ  PðCl6t Þ: ð19Þ2.3. Attribute reduction in DRSA
Attribute reduction is one of major topics in the rough set approach. By the method, superﬂuous condition attributes are
removed so that we may ﬁnd condition attributes related to the decision attribute. The obtained sets of condition attributes
are called reducts.
In DRSA, a few approaches to attribute reduction have been already proposed. Susmaga et al. [14] proposed the reduct
preserving the quality of sorting cPðCÞ, where C ¼ fCl1;Cl2; . . . ;Clng and, for P#C, cPðCÞ is deﬁned bycPðCÞ ¼
jU St¼1;2;...;nBnPðCl6t Þj
jUj ¼
jU St¼1;2;...;nBnPðClPt Þj
jUj : ð20ÞYang et al. [15] proposed four kinds of reducts for an incomplete decision table with dominance relations. They are reducts
preserving lower/upper approximations of upward/downward unions. Inuiguchi and Yoshioka [6] proposed several kinds of
reducts and investigated their relations. They are reducts preserving only lower approximations, only upper approximations,
both lower and upper approximations and boundary regions of upward/downward unions. Inuiguchi and Yoshioka showed
that they are only three different kinds. Four kinds of reducts by Yang et al. [15] are same as four kinds of reducts by Inu-
iguchi and Yoshioka [6]. Since those reducts are based on upward and downward unions, they are called union-based reducts
[6].
Since we will investigate union-based reducts in a variable-precision dominance-based rough set approach, let us show
the deﬁnitions of the previously proposed union-based reducts.
Deﬁnition 1 (LP-reduct). A set P#C is called an LP-reduct if and only if
ðL1PÞ PðClPt Þ ¼ CðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ; n, and
ðL2PÞ 9= Q 	 P such that QðClPt Þ ¼ CðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.Deﬁnition 2 (L6-reduct). A set P#C is called an L6-reduct if and only if
ðL16Þ PðCl6t Þ ¼ CðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ; n, and
ðL26Þ 9= Q 	 P such that QðCl6t Þ ¼ CðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.Deﬁnition 3 (L}-reduct). A set P#C is called an L}-reduct if and only if
ðL1}Þ PðClPt Þ ¼ CðClPt Þ, PðCl6t Þ ¼ CðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, and
ðL2}Þ 9= Q 	 P such that QðClPt Þ ¼ CðClPt Þ, QðCl6t Þ ¼ CðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.
As shown in Inuiguchi and Yoshioka [6], we have
If P is an L}-reduct then P satisﬁes ðL1PÞ and ðL16Þ.
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(a) An LP-reduct is a minimal condition attribute set preserving upper approximations of downward unions.
(b) An L6-reduct is a minimal condition attribute set preserving upper approximations of upward unions.
(c) An L}-reduct is a minimal condition attribute set preserving upper approximations of both downward and upward
unions.
(d) An L}-reduct is a minimal condition attribute set preserving boundary regions of upward unions as well as a minimal
condition attribute set preserving boundary regions of downward unions.
Assertions (a)–(c) are obtained directly from (14). An assertion similar to (d) is shown in [6]. The proof of assertion (d) is
give in Appendix for conﬁrmation.
The strong–weak relation among LP-, L6- and L}-reducts is depicted in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 shows that the condition to be an L}-
reduct is stronger than those to be LP- and L6-reducts. Therefore, for each L}-reduct P1, there exist L
P-reduct P2 and L
6-re-
duct P3 such that P1  P2 and P1  P3.
In the classical rough set approach, reducts are enumerated by a discernibility matrix method [12]. It is shown that LP-,
L6- and L}-reducts are also enumerated by discernibility matrix methods with appropriate modiﬁcations (see [15,6]).
Consider the following ði; j; kÞ-components of two discernibility matrices:Table 2
A decis
Student
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6dPijk ¼
fa 2 C : qðxi; aÞ  qðxj; aÞg; if xi 2 CðClPk Þ; xj R CðClPk Þ;

; otherwise;
(
ð21Þ
d6ijk ¼
fa 2 C : qðxi; aÞ  qðxj; aÞg; if xi 2 CðCl6k Þ; xj R CðCl6k Þ;

; otherwise:
(
ð22Þwhere 
 stands for ‘do not care’. Then the following Boolean functions characterize the preservation of lower approximations
of upward unions and that of lower approximations of downward unions:FL
P ¼
^
k¼1;2;...;n
^
i;j
xi ;xj2U
_
dPijk ¼
^
k¼2;3;...;n
^
i;j
xi ;xj2U
_
dPijk; ð23Þ
FL
6 ¼
^
k¼1;2;...;n
^
i;j
xi ;xj2U
_
d6ijk ¼
^
k¼1;2;...;n1
^
i;j
xi ;xj2U
_
d6ijk; ð24Þwhere each condition attribute a 2 dPijk (resp. a 2 d6ijk) is regarded as a statement ‘the reduct includes a’ and 
 as a tautology.
Moreover, we note dPij1 ¼ 
 and d6ijn ¼ 
 for all i, j because CðClP1 Þ ¼ CðCl6n Þ ¼ U.
All LP-reducts can be obtained as prime implicants of FL
P
and all L6-reducts can be obtained as prime implicants of FL
6
.
Moreover, all L}-reducts can be obtained as prime implicants of FL
P ^ FL6 .
In order to illustrate the differences among LP-, L6- and L}-reducts and the discernibility matrix methods, we consider a
simple decision table given in Table 2. To this decision table, we have ClPY ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S5g and Cl6N ¼ fS4; S6g. Let
C ¼ fMathematics ðMathÞ; Literature ðLitÞ;Art ðArtÞg. Applying (6) and (7), we obtain CðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S3g andFig. 1. Strong–weak relations of union-based reducts in DRSA.
ion table of student evaluation (2).
Mathematics Literature Art Passing status
Very good Good Good Yes
Good Very good Very good Yes
Medium Medium Medium Yes
Good Bad Medium No
Bad Very bad Bad Yes
Very bad Very bad Very bad No
Table 3
Discernibility matrix with dPijY.
i n j 4 5 6
1 {Math,Lit,Art} {Math,Lit,Art} {Math,Lit,Art}
2 {Lit,Art} {Math,Lit,Art} {Math,Lit,Art}
3 {Lit} {Math,Lit,Art} {Math,Lit,Art}
Table 4
Discernibility matrix with d6ijN.
i n j 1 2 3 4 5
6 {Math,Lit,Art} {Math,Lit,Art} {Math,Lit,Art} {Math,Lit,Art} {Math,Art}
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obtained as in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Therefore, omitting the same terms, we haveFL
P ¼ ðMath _ Lit _ ArtÞ ^ ðLit _ ArtÞ ^ Lit ¼ Lit;
FL
6 ¼ ðMath _ Lit _ ArtÞ ^ ðMath _ ArtÞ ¼ ðMath _ ArtÞ;
FL
P ^ FL6 ¼ Lit ^ ðMath _ ArtÞ ¼ ðMath ^ LitÞ _ ðLit ^ ArtÞ:Hence, {Lit} is a unique LP-reduct, {Math} and {Art} are L6-reducts and {Math,Lit} and {Lit,Art} are L}-reducts and no other
union-based reduct exists.
3. Variable-precision dominance-based rough set approach
3.1. Inexpediences caused by aberrant data
Consider a decision table given in Table 1 again. As described already, this decision table includes inconsistencies. The
values of S3 can be regarded as aberrant data. This inconsistency may be caused by some error in recording or by hesitation
of the evaluator. Let us see what inexpediences can happen in such cases in DRSA.
From Table 1, we have ClPY ¼ fS1; S2; S4; S5; S7; S8; S9g and Cl6N ¼ fS3; S6; S10; S11; . . . ; S17g. Let P ¼ C ¼ fMath; Litg then
we obtainPðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S7; S8g;
PðCl6NÞ ¼ fS6; S10; S11; . . . ; S17g:Based on these results, we can induce the following decision rules:
 if qðx;MathÞ Math E then qðx; PSÞ PS Y,
 if qðx; LitÞ Lit E then qðx; PSÞ PS Y,
 if qðx;MathÞ Math B then qðx; PSÞ PS N,
 if qðx; LitÞ Lit VB then qðx; PSÞ PS N.
The obtained rules can be illustrated on the Math–Lit coordinate as shown in Fig. 2. By the existence of aberrant data, the
P-lower approximation of ClPY becomes small. Thus decision rules induced from PðClPY Þ cover only small areas. A relatively big
area on the Math–Lit coordinate has no estimated value of PS.
3.2. A previous approach to aberrant data
In order to overcome this inexpediences caused by aberrant data, the variable-consistency dominance-based rough set
approach (VC-DRSA) [2,3] has been proposed. In the approach, it is assumed that the aberrance comes from the hesitation
in the judgment by the evaluator. Let us introduce VC-DRSA, brieﬂy.
The degree of consistency of a fact that an object x 2 U belongs to ClPt with respect to P#C is deﬁned bya ¼ jD
þ
P ðxÞ \ ClPt j
jDþP ðxÞj
; ð25Þ
Fig. 2. Decision rules in DRSA.
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, a P-lower approximation of ClPt with
respect to P#C is deﬁned as a set of objects x 2 ClPt whose consistency degrees are not less than l, i.e.,PlðClPt Þ ¼ x 2 ClPt :
jDþP ðxÞ \ ClPt j
jDþP ðxÞj
P l
( )
: ð26ÞSimilarly, a P-lower approximation of Cl6t with respect to P#C is deﬁned byPlðCl6t Þ ¼ x 2 Cl6t :
jDP ðxÞ \ Cl6t j
jDP ðxÞj
P l
( )
: ð27ÞBy using the duality, P-upper approximations of ClPt and Cl
6
t with respect to P#C can be deﬁned byPlðClPt Þ ¼ U  PlðU  ClPt Þ ¼ U  PlðCl6t1Þ ¼ ClPt [ x 2 Cl6t :
jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j
jDP ðxÞj
> 1 l
( )
; ð28Þ
PlðCl6t Þ ¼ U  PlðU  Cl6t Þ ¼ U  PlðClPtþ1Þ ¼ Cl6t [ x 2 ClPt :
jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t j
jDþP ðxÞj
> 1 l
( )
: ð29ÞP-lower and P-upper approximations in VC-DRSA satisfyPlðClPt Þ#ClPt # PlðClPt Þ; PlðCl6t Þ#Cl6t # PlðCl6t Þ: ð30Þ
These equations correspond to (11). However, P-lower and P-upper approximations in VC-DRSA do not have properties cor-
responding to (16) and (17). Namely, P-lower and P-upper approximations are not always represented by unions of DþP ðxÞ
and DP ðxÞ.
Now let us apply VC-DRSA with l ¼ 0:75. We have
PlðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S5; S7; S8; S9g;
PlðCl6NÞ ¼ fS3; S6; S10; S11; . . . ; S17g:Based on these results, we can induce the following decision rules with consistency degrees (see Greco et al. [3] for
reference):
 if qðx;MathÞ Math E then qðx; PSÞ PS Y ½a ¼ 1,
 if qðx;MathÞ Math VG and qðx; LitÞ Lit B then qðx; PSÞ PS Y ½a ¼ 0:8,
 if qðx; LitÞ Lit E then qðx; PSÞ PS Y ½a ¼ 1,
 if qðx;MathÞ Math M and qðx; LitÞ Lit B then qðx; PSÞ PS Y ½a ¼ 0:875,
 if qðx;MathÞ Math VG and qðx; LitÞ Lit VG then qðx; PSÞ PS N ½a ¼ 0:769,
 if qðx;MathÞ Math B then qðx; PSÞ PS N ½a ¼ 1,
 if qðx; LitÞ Lit VB then qðx; PSÞ PS N ½a ¼ 1.
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those obtained by DRSA. The conﬂicts occur in the shaded box with bold edges in Fig. 3. This area implies the hesitant area
for the decision maker in VC-DRSA. It is large because the aberrant data locates near the upper left corner. Moreover, we
observe that although S4 2 ClPY takes better values in both Math and Lit than S5 and S9, it is not included in PlðClPY Þ while
S5 and S9 are. A similar strange result can be also found in the obtained decision rules. Namely, although the second rule
obtained from S5 has stronger condition than the forth rule obtained from S9, the second rule takes smaller consistency level
than the forth. Such strange results can happen in VC-DRSA applications to decision tables including aberrant data caused by
errors.
Finally, we note that, under the policy inducing only rules with stronger consistency, the second rule cannot be obtained
and this strange result will never appear. However, we do not know whether the policy hiding the strangeness is really good
or not. At any rate, VC-DRSA is applicable to cases when the inconsistency comes from the hesitation in evaluation.
3.3. Deﬁnitions and properties of variable-precision dominance-based rough sets
In order to treat the inconsistency caused by errors in recording, measurement and observation, by missing condition
attributes related to the decision, and by the unstable nature of the system represented by the decision table, we propose
a variable-precision dominance-based rough set approach (VP-DRSA). As a counterpart of consistency degree in VC-DRSA,
we deﬁne the precision of x 2 ClPt byb ¼ jD

P ðxÞ \ ClPt j
jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j þ jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t1j
: ð31ÞLet us interpret the precision b. For any y 2 DP ðxÞ, from the dominance relation DP , we may infer that qðx; dÞ d qðy; dÞ, i.e.,
x is included in a decision class not worse than the decision class to which y belongs. Thus, for any y 2 DP ðxÞ \ ClPt , we may
infer x 2 ClPt . Hence, jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j is the number of objects which endorse x 2 ClPt . On the contrary, by the same consider-
ation, for any z 2 DþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t1, we may infer x 2 Cl6t1 ¼ U  ClPt . Hence, jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t1j is the number of objects which endorse
x R ClPt . Other objects endorse neither x 2 ClPt nor x R ClPt . Therefore, b is the ratio of objects endorsing x 2 ClPt to all objects
endorsing x 2 ClPt or x R ClPt .
Then, given a precision level l 2 ð0:5;1, corresponding to the P-lower approximation of ClPt , a P-positive region of ClPt
with respect to P#C is deﬁned as a set of objects x 2 U whose degrees of precision are not less than l, i.e.,POSlPðClPt Þ ¼ x 2 U :
jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j
jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j þ jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t1j
P l
( )
: ð32ÞSimilarly, a P-positive region of Cl6t with respect to P#C is deﬁned byPOSlPðCl6t Þ ¼ x 2 U :
jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t j
jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t j þ jDP ðxÞ \ ClPtþ1j
P l
( )
: ð33ÞFig. 3. Decision rules in VC-DRSA.
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gions of the classical variable precision rough set approach (VP-RSA) [16]. In VP-RSA, instead of dominance relation DP , indis-
cernibility relation IP such that xIPy() qðx; pÞ ¼ qðy; pÞ for all p 2 P is used. The indiscernibility relation is an equivalence
relation and the equivalence class of object x 2 U is deﬁned by IPðxÞ ¼ fy 2 U : xIPyg ¼ fy 2 U : yIPxg. Then the precision of
x 2 Clt is deﬁned bybI ¼
jIPðxÞ \ Clt j
jIPðxÞj ¼
jIPðxÞ \ Clt j
jIPðxÞ \ Cltj þ jIPðxÞ \ ðU  CltÞj : ð34ÞThen the positive region of VP-RSA is deﬁned byPOSlPðCltÞ ¼ x 2 U :
jIPðxÞ \ Clt j
jIPðxÞj P l
 
; ð35Þwhere l 2 ð0:5;1 is a predetermined precision level. Because we have Cl6t1 ¼ U  ClPt , the rightmost representation of bI in
(37) corresponds to (31).
Moreover, in the setting of VP-RSA, objects in equivalence class IPðxÞ are supposed to be in the same class as x. Therefore,
jIPðxÞ \ Clt j and jIPðxÞ \ ðU  CltÞj are understood as the numbers of objects which endorse x 2 Clt and x R Clt , respectively. bI is
understood as the ratio of objects endorsing x 2 Clt to all objects endorsing x 2 Clt or x R Clt . The meaning is also concordant
with that of (31). On the other hand, a deﬁned by (25) is similar to the ﬁrst representation of bI . However a does not have the
meaning mentioned above. Objects in DþP ðxÞ are better than x in view of condition attributes in P and, therefore those objects
are expected as members of ClPt if x 2 ClPt . a shows how much this expectation is conﬁrmed. bI can be also understood in the
same way. The fundamental difference between a and b is the following: while a treats objects in DþP ðxÞwhose memberships
to ClPt are inferred from the fact x 2 ClPt , b treats objects in ðDp ðxÞ \ ClPt Þ [ ðDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t1Þwhich infer the membership or non-
membership of x to ClPt . bI corresponds to a and b because IP is symmetric.
Finally, we note that PlðClPt Þ in (26) is not an extension of POSlPðCltÞ in (35). PlðClPt Þ collects objects only from ClPt while
POSlPðCltÞ collects objects from U. Therefore, members of PlðClPt Þ belong to ClPt while members of POSlPðCltÞ do not always be-
long to Clt . In other words, (30) is valid in VC-DRSA while the corresponding relations are not always valid in VP-RSA.
Now, we deﬁne P-upper approximations, P-nonnegative regions of ClPt and Cl
6
t with respect to P#C. Using the duality,
they are deﬁned byNNGlPðClPt Þ ¼ U  POSlPðU  ClPt Þ ¼ U  POSlPðCl6t1Þ ¼ x 2 U :
jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j
jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j þ jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t1j
> 1 l
( )
; ð36Þ
NNGlPðCl6t Þ ¼ U  POSlPðU  Cl6t Þ ¼ U  POSlPðClPtþ1Þ ¼ x 2 U :
jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t j
jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t j þ jDP ðxÞ \ ClPtþ1j
> 1 l
( )
: ð37ÞWe can deﬁne P-boundary regions of ClPt and Cl
6
t with respect to P#C as follows:BNDlPðClPt Þ ¼ NNGlPðClPt Þ  POSlPðClPt Þ; ð38Þ
BNDlPðCl6t Þ ¼ NNGlPðCl6t Þ  POSlPðCl6t Þ: ð39ÞFor positive and nonnegative regions deﬁned above satisfy the following relations:POSlPðClP1 Þ ¼ NNGlPðClP1 Þ ¼ U; ð40Þ
POSlPðCl6n Þ ¼ NNGlPðCl6n Þ ¼ U; ð41Þ
POSlPðClPnþ1Þ ¼ NNGlPðClPnþ1Þ ¼ ;; ð42Þ
POSlPðCl60 Þ ¼ NNGlPðCl60 Þ ¼ ;; ð43Þ
POSlPðClPt Þ#NNGlPðClPt Þ; ð44Þ
POSlPðCl6t Þ#NNGlPðCl6t Þ; ð45Þ
BNDlPðClPt Þ ¼ BNDlPðCl6t1Þ: ð46ÞWhile (44) and (45) are valid, POSlPðClPt Þ#ClPt , ClPt #NNGlPðClPt Þ, POSlPðCl6t Þ#Cl6t and Cl6t #NNGlPðCl6t Þ are not always valid.
This property is same as the classical variable precision rough sets [16].
In the case of VP-DRSA, the monotonicity expressed by (18) and (19) cannot be always satisﬁed. Moreover, by virtue of
(40) and (41), any object in U belongs to at least one of upper approximations of upward/downward unions.
Moreover, because DP is reﬂexive and transitive, we havePOSlPðClPt Þ ¼
[
DþP ðxÞ :
jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j
jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j þ jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t1j
P l
( )
; ð47Þ
POSlPðCl6t Þ ¼
[
DP ðxÞ :
jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t j
jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t j þ jDP ðxÞ \ ClPtþ1j
P l
( )
; ð48Þ
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[
DþP ðxÞ :
jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j
jDP ðxÞ \ ClPt j þ jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t1j
> 1 l
( )
; ð49Þ
NNGlPðCl6t Þ ¼
[
DP ðxÞ :
jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t j
jDþP ðxÞ \ Cl6t j þ jDP ðxÞ \ ClPtþ1j
> 1 l
( )
; ð50Þ
POSlPðPOSlPðClPt ÞÞ ¼ NNGlPðPOSlPðClPt ÞÞ ¼ POSlPðClPt Þ; ð51Þ
POSlPðPOSlPðCl6t ÞÞ ¼ NNGlPðPOSlPðCl6t ÞÞ ¼ POSlPðCl6t Þ; ð52Þ
NNGlPðNNGlPðClPt ÞÞ ¼ POSlPðNNGlPðClPt ÞÞ ¼ NNGlPðClPt Þ; ð53Þ
NNGlPðNNGlPðCl6t ÞÞ ¼ POSlPðNNGlPðCl6t ÞÞ ¼ NNGlPðCl6t Þ: ð54ÞThe ﬁrst four properties correspond to (16), (17), (6) and (7) in DRSA, respectively. These properties are important to obtain
decision rules with fewer conﬂictions. All of these properties are not always satisﬁed with P-lower and P-upper approxima-
tions in VC-DRSA but with P-lower and P-upper approximations in DRSA.
3.4. Application to Table 1
Let us apply VP-DRSA to Table 1. As discussed in the previous subsections, applications of DRSA and VC-DRSA to decision
tables including aberrant data were not very successful. We will see how Table 1 is analyzed appropriately by the proposed
VP-DRSA.
Let l ¼ 0:75. Then we have
POSlPðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S4; S7; S8g; POSlPðCl6NÞ ¼ fS6; S10; S11; . . . ; S17g:Based on these results, we can induce the following decision rules with degrees of precision:
 if qðx;MathÞ Math E then qðx; PSÞ PS Y ½b ¼ 1,
 if qðx;MathÞ Math VG and qðx; LitÞ Lit G then qðx; PSÞ PS Y ½b ¼ 0:75,
 if qðx; LitÞ Lit E then qðx; PSÞ PS Y ½b ¼ 1,
 if qðx;MathÞ Math B then qðx; PSÞ PS N ½b ¼ 1,
 if qðx; LitÞ Lit VB then qðx; PSÞ PS N ½b ¼ 1.
We note that while the consistency degree a of a decision rule induced by VC-DRSA can be understood as the percentage
of objects satisfying the conclusion among objects satisfying the premise of the rule, the degree of precision b of a decision
rule induced by VP-DRSA can be understood as the percentage of objects supporting the conclusion among objects qualifying
decision attribute values under the premises of the rules.
The above induced rules are illustrated in Fig. 4. In VP-DRSA, the decision attribute value of the aberrant data S3 which
can be regarded as error is changed to PS ¼ Y by endorsements based on S4, S5 and S9. P-lower approximations in VP-DRSAFig. 4. Decision rules in VP-DRSA.
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cision is obtained from decision rules in DRSA.
By reduction of l to 0.6, S5 is included in the P-positive region of ClPY in VP-DRSA and another additional decision rule with
0.67 precision, ‘‘if qðx;MathÞ Math VG and qðx; LitÞ Lit B then qðx; PSÞ PS Y ½b ¼ 0:67” is obtained. Even if S5 is added to the
P-positive region of ClPY , no strange result is obtained. Namely, the precision of S4 is larger than that of S5. On the other hand,
by augmentation of l to 0.8, the P-positive region of ClPY in VP-DRSA degenerates to that in DRSA.
4. Attribute reduction in the variable-precision dominance-based rough set approach
4.1. Union-based preserving reducts
Let us discuss attribute reduction in VP-DRSA. We have deﬁned positive regions, nonnegative regions and boundary re-
gions of upward and downward unions. We may consider reducts preserving some of those regions. Considering all possible
combinations, we may consider 26 kinds of reducts. However, positive regions, nonnegative regions and boundary regions of
upward and downward unions are related one another as shown in (36)–(46). Considering those relations, we can deﬁne the
following four reducts:
Deﬁnition 4 (LPl -reduct). A set of condition attributes, P#C is called a ‘reduct preserving positive regions of upward unions’
or simply an ‘LPl -reduct’ if and only ifðL1Pl Þ POSlPðClPt Þ ¼ POSlCðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, and
ðL2Pl Þ 9=Q 	 P, POSlQ ðClPt Þ ¼ POSlCðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.Deﬁnition 5 (L6l -reduct). A set of condition attributes, P#C is called a ‘reduct preserving positive regions of downward
unions’ or simply an ‘L6l -reduct’ if and only if
ðL16l Þ POSlPðCl6t Þ ¼ POSlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, and
ðL26l Þ 9=Q 	 P, POSlQ ðCl6t Þ ¼ POSlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.Deﬁnition 6 (L}l -reduct). A set of condition attributes, P#C is called a ‘reduct preserving positive regions of upward and
downward unions’ or simply an ‘L}l -reduct’ if and only if
ðL1}l Þ POSlPðClPt Þ ¼ POSlCðClPt Þ, POSlPðCl6t Þ ¼ POSlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, and
ðL2}l Þ 9=Q 	 P, POSlQ ðClPt Þ ¼ POSlCðClPt Þ, POSlQ ðCl6t Þ ¼ POSlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.Deﬁnition 7 (B}l -reduct). A set of condition attributes, P#C is called a ‘reduct preserving boundary regions of upward/
downward unions’ or simply an ‘B}l -reduct’ if and only ifðB1}l Þ BNDlPðClPt Þ ¼ BNDlCðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, or equivalently, BNDlPðCl6t Þ ¼ BNDlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ; n, and
ðB2}Þ 9=Q 	 P, BNDlQ ðClPt Þ ¼ BNDlCðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, or equivalently, 9=Q 	 P, BNDlQ ðCl6t Þ ¼ BNDlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.Table 5
A decision table of student evaluation.
Student Mathematics Literature Passing status
S1 Excellent Very good Yes
S2 Excellent Medium Yes
S3 Very good Excellent Yes
S4 Very good Very good No
S5 Very good Good Yes
S6 Very good Utterly bad No
S7 Good Bad Yes
S8 Medium Very good Yes
S9 Medium Bad Yes
S10 Bad Medium No
S11 Bad Very bad No
S12 Very bad Very bad No
S13 Very bad Utterly bad No
S14 Utterly bad Medium No
S15 Utterly bad Bad No
S16 Utterly bad Very bad No
S17 Utterly bad Utterly bad No
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Obviously, we have that condition ðL1}l Þ implies conditions ðL1Pl Þ and ðL16l Þ. However, neither condition ðL1Pl Þ nor con-
dition ðL16l Þ implies to condition ðL1}l Þ (a counter-example is given later by Table 6). Therefore, any L}l -reduct is a superset of
an LPl -reduct and a superset of an L
6
l -reduct. Moreover, from (36)–(39), conditions ðB1}l Þ and ðL1Pl Þ imply condition ðL1}l Þ and
conditions ðB1}l Þ and ðL16l Þ imply condition ðL1}l Þ. Therefore, the reduct based on ðB1}l Þ and ðL1Pl Þ and the reduct based on
ðB1}l Þ and ðL16l Þ are both equivalent to an L}l -reduct.
In DRSA, L}-reduct is equivalent to a reduct preserving BnPðClPt Þ as well as to a reduct preserving BnPðCl6t Þ as shown in
assertion (d). However in VP-DRSA, the assertion corresponding to assertion (d) does not hold. We only have that ðL1}l Þ im-
plies ðB1}l Þ. The fact ðL1}l Þ implies ðB1}l Þ is directly obtained from the deﬁnition of boundary regions. From the fact ðL1}l Þ im-
plies ðB1}l Þ, we have that any L}l -reduct is a superset of a B}l -reduct. The difference between L}l -reduct and B}l -reduct can be
shown by a simple example with a decision table given in Table 5. Let P ¼ fMathg and l ¼ 0:7. We obtainPOSlCðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S4; S5g; ð55Þ
POSlPðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S4; S5; S6g; ð56Þ
NNGlCðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S4; S5; S7; S8; S9g; ð57Þ
NNGlPðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S4; S5; S6; S7; S8; S9g; ð58Þ
BNDlCðClPY Þ ¼ fS7; S8; S9g; ð59Þ
BNDlPðClPY Þ ¼ fS7; S8; S9g; ð60Þ
POSlCðCl6NÞ ¼ fS6; S10; S11; S12; S13; S14; S15; S16; S17g; ð61Þ
POSlPðCl6NÞ ¼ fS10; S11; S12; S13; S14; S15; S16; S17g; ð62Þ
NNGlCðCl6NÞ ¼ fS6; S7; S8; S9; S10; S11; S12; S13; S14; S15; S16; S17g; ð63Þ
NNGlPðCl6NÞ ¼ fS7; S8; S9; S10; S11; S12; S13; S14; S15; S16; S17g; ð64Þ
BNDlCðCl6NÞ ¼ fS7; S8; S9g; ð65Þ
BNDlPðCl6NÞ ¼ fS7; S8; S9g: ð66ÞThus, BNDlCðClPY Þ ¼ BNDlPðClPY Þ and BNDlCðCl6NÞ ¼ BNDlPðCl6NÞ are valid. Then P is a B}l -reduct. However, we have
POSlCðClPY Þ– POSlPðClPY Þ, NNGlCðClPY Þ – NNGlPðClPY Þ, POSlCðCl6NÞ– POSlPðCl6NÞ and NNGlCðCl6NÞ – NNGlPðCl6NÞ. Therefore, P is not an
L}l -reduct.
The strong–weak relations among those reducts are depicted in Fig. 5. Even in VP-DRSA, the relation of union-based pre-
serving reducts becomes simple.
Being different from the classical variable precision rough set model, no union-based preserving reduct in VP-DRSA can be
enumerated by a discernibility matrix method. This means that we cannot enumerate reducts by combining explicable rea-
sons in terms of condition attributes for the membership differences between two objects. A counter-example is given as
follows.
Consider a decision table given in Table 6. Let l ¼ 0:65. Then we obtain
POSlCðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S5; S6; S7; S8g; ð67Þ
NNGlCðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S5; S6; S7; S8g; ð68Þ
BNDlCðClPY Þ ¼ ;; ð69Þ
POSlCðCl6NÞ ¼ fS4; S9; S10; S11g; ð70Þ
NNGlCðCl6NÞ ¼ fS4; S9; S10; S11g; ð71Þ
BNDlCðCl6NÞ ¼ ;: ð72ÞFig. 5. Strong–weak relations of union-based preserving reducts in VP-DRSA.
Table 6
A counter-example.
Student Mathematics Physics Literature Passing status
S1 Good Very good Very good Yes
S2 Very good Very good Good Yes
S3 Good Good Good Yes
S4 Bad Bad Bad Yes
S5 Good Very good Bad No
S6 Good Medium Medium No
S7 Medium Good Bad Yes
S8 Medium Medium Medium Yes
S9 Bad Very bad Bad No
S10 Very bad Bad Bad No
S11 Very bad Very bad Bad No
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the fact that x 2 POSlCðClPY Þ and y R POSlCðClPY Þ for all pairs ðx; yÞ 2 POSlCðClPY Þ  NNGlCðCl6NÞ. Taking care that S7 and S8 are min-
imal in POSlCðClPY Þ and S4 is maximal in NNGlCðCl6NÞ with respect to the dominance relation induced from condition attribute
values, it sufﬁces to collect condition attributes each of which can explain the membership difference between S7 and S4 and
that between S8 and S4. Math and Phy are collected for S7 and S4 while all condition attributes are collected for S8 and S4.
Therefore, the discernibility matrix approach suggests that {Math} and {Phy} are LPl -reducts. However, for example, consid-
ering P ¼ fMathg, we obtainPOSlPðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S5; S6g; ð73Þ
NNGlPðClPY Þ ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S5; S6; S7; S8g; ð74Þ
BNDlPðClPY Þ ¼ fS7; S8g; ð75Þ
POSlPðCl6NÞ ¼ fS4; S9; S10; S11g; ð76Þ
NNGlPðCl6NÞ ¼ fS4; S7; S8; S9; S10; S11g; ð77Þ
BNDlPðCl6NÞ ¼ fS7; S8g: ð78ÞAs a result, P ¼ fMathg is not an LPl -reduct.
We note that in the example above, we have POSlPðClPY Þ– POSlCðClPY Þ but POSlPðCl6NÞ ¼ POSlCðCl6NÞ. Therefore, P is not an L}l -
reduct but an L6l -reduct. We observe the difference between L
}
l -reducts and L
6
l -reducts. The difference between L
}
l -reducts
and LPl -reducts can be observed in a similar example, e.g., the example where the orders by dominance relations are reversed.
From this observation, we know that we cannot always enumerate all union-based reducts in VP-DRSA based on a dis-
cernibility matrix. Hence, to enumerate all union-based preserving reducts in VP-DRSA, an exhaustive enumeration would
be necessary.
4.2. Union-based enhancing reducts
As described in Section 3, the monotonicity expressed by (18) and (19) cannot be always satisﬁed. Namely, by dropping
some condition attributes, we may have larger positive regions than the case using all condition attributes. In one aspect, it
can be seen that VP-DRSA is proposed for the enlargement of positive regions so that the induced certain decision rules are
more applicable. From this point of view, dropping condition attributes is preferred if the positive regions are enlarged.
Because preserving positive regions exhibits enlarging them, reducts preserving positive regions are not always sufﬁcient.
In this subsection, we consider reducts enhancing positive, nonnegative and boundary regions, where enhancing stands for
resulting in a preferred situation. The following situations are regarded as preferred:
 a situation where some positive regions are enlarged while the other positive regions are preserved,
 a situation where some boundary regions are reduced while the other boundary regions are preserved.
Note that by virtue of (36) and (37), the ﬁrst situation is equivalent to a situation where some nonnegative regions are
reduced while the other nonnegative regions are preserved,
As in union-based preserving reducts, we consider the following six reducts as a basis:
Deﬁnition 8 (bLPl -reduct). A set of condition attributes, P#C is called a ‘reduct enhancing positive regions of upward unions’
or simply an ‘bLPl -reduct’ if and only if
ðbL1Pl Þ POSlPðClPt Þ  POSlCðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, and
ðbL2Pl Þ 9=Q 	 P, POSlQ ðClPt Þ  POSlCðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.
6Deﬁnition 9 (bLl -reduct). A set of condition attributes, P#C is called a ‘reduct enhancing positive regions of downward
unions’ or simply an ‘bL6l -reduct’ if and only if
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ðbL26l Þ 9=Q 	 P, POSlQ ðCl6t Þ  POSlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.
Deﬁnition 10 (bL}l -reduct). A set of condition attributes, P#C is called a ‘reduct enhancing positive regions of upward and
downward unions’ or simply an ‘bL}l -reduct’ if and only if
ðbL1}l Þ POSlPðClPt Þ  POSlCðClPt Þ, POSlPðCl6t Þ  POSlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, and
ðbL2}l Þ 9=Q 	 P, POSlQ ðClPt Þ  POSlCðClPt Þ, POSlQ ðCl6t Þ  POSlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.
Deﬁnition 11 (B}l -reduct). A set of condition attributes, P#C is called a ‘reduct enhancing boundary regions of upward/
downward unions’ or simply an ‘B}l -reduct’ if and only ifðB1}l Þ BNDlPðClPt Þ#BNDlCðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, or equivalently, BNDlPðCl6t Þ#BNDlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, and
ðB2}Þ 9=Q 	 P, BNDlQ ðClPt Þ#BNDlCðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, or equivalently, 9=Q 	 P, BNDlQ ðCl6t Þ#BNDlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.Deﬁnition 12 (bLBPl -reduct). A set of condition attributes, P#C is called a ‘reduct enhancing positive and boundary regions
of upward unions’ or simply an ‘bLBPl -reduct’ if and only if
ðbLB1Pl Þ POSlPðClPt Þ  POSlCðClPt Þ, BNDlPðClPt Þ#BNDlCðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, and
ðbLB2Pl Þ 9=Q 	 P, POSlQ ðClPt Þ  POSlCðClPt Þ, BNDlQ ðClPt Þ#BNDlCðClPt Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n.
Deﬁnition 13 (bLB6l -reduct). A set of condition attributes, P#C is called a ‘reduct enhancing positive and boundary regions of
downward unions’ or simply an ‘bLB6l -reduct’ if and only if
ðbLB16l Þ POSlPðCl6t Þ  POSlCðCl6t Þ, BNDlPðCl6t Þ#BNDlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, and
ðbLB26l Þ 9=Q 	 P, POSlQ ðCl6t Þ  POSlCðCl6t Þ, BNDlQ ðCl6t Þ#BNDlCðCl6t Þ, t ¼ 1;2; . . . ; n.
We now discuss the strong–weak relations among those reducts and the exhaustiveness. From properties (36)–(46) and
deﬁnitions, we obtaincondition ðbL1}l Þ implies conditions ðbL1Pl Þ; ðbL16l Þ; ðB1}l Þ; ðbLB1Pl Þ and ðbLB16l Þ; ð79Þ
conditions ðbL1Pl Þ and ðbL16l Þ if and only if condition ðbL1}l Þ; ð80Þ
conditions ðbL1Pl Þ and ðB1}l Þ if and only if condition ðbLB1Pl Þ; ð81Þ
conditions ðbL16l Þ and ðB1}l Þ if and only if condition ðbLB16l Þ; ð82Þ
conditions ðbLB1Pl Þ and ðbLB16l Þ if and only if condition ðbL1}l Þ: ð83ÞWe demonstrate only the following assertions:condition ðbL16l Þ does not always imply condition ðbL1}l Þ; ð84Þ
condition ðbL16l Þ does not always imply condition ðB1}l Þ; ð85Þ
condition ðB1}l Þ does not always imply condition ðbL16l Þ; ð86Þ
conditions ðbL1Pl Þ and ðB1}l Þ does not always imply condition ðbL1}l Þ: ð87ÞWe give counter-examples related to those assertions. By reversing the orders of dominance relations in the given counter-
examples, we obtaincondition ðbL1Pl Þ does not always imply condition ðbL1}l Þ; ð88Þ
condition ðbL1Pl Þ does not always imply condition ðB1}l Þ; ð89Þ
condition ðB1}l Þ does not always imply condition ðbL1Pl Þ; ð90Þ
conditions ðbL16l Þ and ðB1}l Þ does not always imply condition ðbL1}l Þ: ð91ÞFirst let us consider (84) and (85). A counter-example is given by Table 6. Let P ¼ fMathg and l ¼ 0:65. As is shown in
(67)–(78), we have POSlPðCl6NÞ  POSlCðCl6NÞ but POSlPðClPY Þ+POSlCðClPY Þ and BNDlPðCl6NÞ  BNDlCðCl6NÞ. Therefore, condition
ðbL1Pl Þ is satisﬁed but neither condition ðbL1}l Þ nor condition ðB1}l Þ.
Fig. 6. Strong–weak relations of union-based enhancing reducts in VP-DRSA.
Fig. 7. Strong–weak relations of union-based reducts in VP-DRSA.
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we have BNDlPðClPY Þ#BNDlCðClPY Þ and BNDlPðCl6NÞ#BNDlCðCl6NÞ and POSlPðClPY Þ  POSlCðClPY Þ but POSlPðCl6NÞ + POSlCðCl6NÞ. Therefore,
condition ðbB1}l Þ is satisﬁed but ðbL16l Þ is not. Conditions ðbB1}l Þ and ðbL1Pl Þ are satisﬁed but ðbL16l Þ and then ðbL1}l Þ are not.
As the result, the strong–weak relations among six reducts are depicted in Fig. 6. Namely, an bL}l -reduct enhances positive
and boundary regions most. Any bL}l -reduct is a superset of an bLBPl -reduct and at the same time a superset of an bLB6l -reduct.
Moreover, bLBPl -reducts and bLB6l -reducts enhance positive and boundary regions more than the others except bL}l -reducts.
Then any bLBPl -reduct is a superset of an bLPl -reduct and at the same time a superset of a B}l -reduct. Similarly, any bLB6l -reduct
is a superset of an bL6l -reduct and at the same time a superset of a B}l -reduct.
As is investigated in the case of union-based preserving reducts, no union-based enhancing reduct can be enumerated by
a discernibility matrix method. Therefore, we may need to use an exhaustive enumeration technique for enumerating all re-
ducts. However, a simple algorithm like QUICKREDUCT Algorithm [7] can be useful for obtaining an approximate reduct.
Finally, the strong–weak relations among four union-based preserving reducts and six union-based enhancing reducts are
depicted in Fig. 7. We have 10 kinds of reducts. The selection of the reduct may depend on the aim of application and the size
of reduct. If the analysts were interested in the lower bounds of decision classes, LPl - or bLPl -reducts would be useful. On the
other hand, if the analysts were interested in avoiding the expansion of uncertain regions, B}l - or B
}
l -reducts would be suit-
able. Moreover, if the analysts would seek a condition attribute set with a proper size, they might start searching the solution
from bL}t -reducts. If the obtained reducts are too large, they could move to search it in bLBPt - and bLB6t -reducts. If the obtained
reducts are still larger than the required size, they might continue the search in bLPt -, bL6t - and B}t -reducts. As the analysts
change the level of reducts, the size can be small with sacriﬁcing the quality of solution. Then the selection of the reduct
can be made by a trade-off analysis between the size and the quality.
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we proposed a variable-precision dominance-based rough set approach (VP-DRSA). When condition attri-
butes and the decision attribute in given decision tables are ordinal and monotonically related, dominance-based rough set
approach (DRSA) is effective. However, hesitation in evaluation of decision attribute values is assumed in given decision ta-
bles, DRSA is not always advantageous. In this case, variable-consistency dominance-based rough set approach (VC-DRSA)
can work appropriately. Moreover, when some errors in recording, measurement and observation, some related condition
attributes are missing in the given decision tables or the system represented by the decision table is unstable, neither DRSA
nor VC-DRSA are not always effective. Some appropriate treatment of errors is necessary as in the classical variable precision
rough set approach (VP-RSA). Then VP-DRSA was proposed to cope with those decision tables. Though VP-DRSA is similar to
VC-DRSA, VP-DRSA has different properties from VC-DRSA. Because of its properties, VP-DRSA is effective to decision rule
induction.
We investigated attribute reduction in VP-DRSA. Possible deﬁnitions of reducts based on positive, nonnegative and
boundary regions of upward and downward unions, i.e., union-based reducts, were studied. Four kinds of union-based pre-
serving reducts and six kinds of union-based enhancing reducts were proposed. The relations among those reducts were
1214 M. Inuiguchi et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1199–1214investigated. The differences were shown by simple numerical examples. The impossibility of the enumeration of all reducts
was also demonstrated by a simple example.
The reducts based on positive, nonnegative and boundary regions of decision classes [8], i.e., class-based reducts, were not
investigated in this paper. The study on class-based reducts is one of future research topics. Moreover, applications of VP-
DRSA to real world data are expected in future.
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Appendix. Proof of assertion (d)
By (8) and (14), it is straightforwardly obtained that L}-reduct is a condition attribute set preserving boundary regions of
upward unions as well as boundary regions of downward unions. Then we prove the minimality. We ﬁrst prove that an arbi-
trary condition attribute set preserving boundary regions of upward unions (or equivalently downward unions) preserves
lower approximations of both upward and downward unions. Suppose boundary regions of upward unions are preserved
but lower approximations of both upward and downward unions are not. Under this supposition, two cases are possible:
(i) lower approximations of upward unions are not preserved and (ii) upper approximations of downward unions are not
preserved. Consider case (i). In this case, by the monotonicity, there exists at least one object such that x 2 CðClPt Þ but
x R PðClPt Þ. To preserve boundary regions of upward unions, we should have x R PðClPt Þ. However, we have
x 2 CðClPt Þ#CðClPt Þ# PðClPt Þ. This fact contradicts with the previous fact. Then we never have case (i). In case (ii), with a fact
obtained from (8) that preserving boundary regions of upward unions is equivalent to preserving boundary regions of down-
ward unions, we obtain the contradiction in the same way. Therefore, the supposition is never valid. Then we have (d). h
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